
MATH 618 FINAL EXAM INSTRUCTIONS, VERSION 1

1. Before the Exam

• Decide where you want to take the exam, preferably, in a quiet room or
corner where you won’t be disturbed for the period of the exam.

• You may only have permitted materials on your work surface. The exam is
closed book, no calculators. So permitted materials are only pens, pencils,
erasers, and blank pieces of paper for writing solutions and for scratch
work. On your computer or other electronic device, you may only use
Zoom, Canvas, and scanning or picture taking software or TEX depending
on the submission method.

• Make sure you have a personal computer with a webcam.
• Make sure you have reliable internet for Zoom and Canvas.
• Make sure you have the ability to quickly scan documents (your solutions).

Possibilities include the app Camscanner on a cell phone, or a digital cam-
era. Alternatively, you may write solutions in TEX and submit the TEX file
or a pdf file made from it. (I do not ask that exam solutions be written in
TEX.)

• All electronic devices other than the personal computer must be turned off
(except as needed for scanning).

2. Getting ready to start the exam

• Log in to Canvas. Go to the module labeled “Final Exam” at the top of
the course page. (The course page has been modified so that this module
is at the top.)

• Click the link “Final Exam Zoom meeting”. You want to join this meeting
a little before 10:10 am (PDT) on our exam date to allow yourself time
to access the exam right at 10:10 am. The link does not take you out of
Canvas. (Unfortunately, it does seem to automatically download a new
copy of the Zoom software, whether you ask it to or not.) This meeting is
not the standard class meeting. (One reason is that Zoom does have this
time in its schedule for the class meeting.)

• Your Zoom meeting’s configuration:
– Turn OFF the virtual background.
– Turn ON the microphone, but keep yourself muted during the exam.

(The proctor will be able to unmute you.)
– Turn ON the webcam, in a proper position.
– Turn ON the speaker during the exam, to receive announcements from

the proctor.
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• Position your computer so you can see the screen and the proctor can see
you and your workspace.

• Minimize Zoom to see just the proctor and the chat window.

3. Starting and taking the exam

The exam will be monitored via Zoom.

• Click the “Final Exam” assignment link in the Final Exam module on
Canvas. Then click the file “Final_618Sp20.pdf”. It will be downloaded
to your computer. Open the file to see the problems. This is a timed exam.
It will be available at 10:08 am so you can actually start working on the
exam at 10:10 am.

• There is another link to the “Final Exam Zoom meeting”. You shouldn’t
need to use this. (If you do use it, it automatically opens a new browser
window.)

• The proctor will be mostly on mute to minimize disruptions. If you have
questions during the exam, use Zoom chat to send a private chat to the
proctor. The proctor will address questions in your chat. If this particular
question and answer are useful to the class as a whole (for example, detec-
tion of a misprint), the proctor will make an audio announcement. If for
some reason you get no answer after a reasonable time, unmute yourself
and say aloud that you have a question and the proctor should look in the
chat.

• During the exam, you may not communicate with anyone, other than the
proctor, by any means.

• The proctor reserves the right to check in with you. Requests will be made
via Zoom chat.

4. At the end of the exam

• When you are done, scan your solutions into a single pdf file. (Microsoft
Word will not be accepted.) Submit it via the “Final Exam” assignment
link where you got the exam. If you use TEX, submit the TEX file or a pdf
file made from it. You have to finish doing this by 12:20 pm, the due time.
Otherwise, Canvas will not accept it.

• File names in submitted files may only contain alphanumeric characters,
underscores, and the period before the extension. In particular, no spaces,
parentheses, or quotation marks. (These characters are meaningful in UNIX
commands, so cause problems with applying UNIX commands to a file
whose name contains one them.)

• Be sure that the solutions in submitted file are clearly labeled and readable.
(In the past, solutions have been submitted at so low a resolution as to be
unreadable.)

• If you miss the due time to submit your pdf file, email it to your instructor as
soon as possible. File names in emailed files may only contain alphanumeric
characters, underscores, and the period before the extension, just as for files
submitted via Canvas.

• Do not leave the Zoom meeting until the end of the exam, that is, at
12:20 pm. Use any extra time you have to check you answers. Or read a
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book if you have submitted your solutions, but do not use electronic devices
during this time.

5. In case of internet trouble during the exam

• Hopefully, you can still access the exam and submit your solutions via
Canvas either using your computer or using a cell phone. (Canvas does
not require as much internet power as Zoom.) In this case, I’ll make a
Zoom appointment with you and ask you to explain how you solve problems
similar to the exam problems. Your final Final Exam grade will depend on
how you do in this session.

• If you can’t even access the exam or submit the solutions during our exam
time, email me as soon as possible. We’ll make some other arrangements,
most likely, a combination of a written and oral exam.

• I reserve the right to randomly select students and ask them to explain how
to solve problems similar to the exam problems. Depending on how they
do, their Final Exam grades might be affected.


